By Mehalal Al-Enesi

KUWAIT: The final investigations report on the causes of a massive blackout that hit Kuwait last month was submitted to the cabinet and parliament, Minister of Electricity and Water and Minister of Public Works Abdullah Al-Busaid said in a press conference yesterday.

Investigations showed that the blackout was caused by tripping the main 400kV grid underground. The case was referred to the public prosecutor to hold those responsible, Al-Busaid said.

The minister said that 19,000 units—out of 74,000 total units—were affected by the blackout. The number of units affected by the blackout rose to 20,000 on Monday.

Ibrahim spoke to reporters yesterday during the North Zour power plant. He stressed the plant was one of the biggest power transfer plants in Kuwait, and will soon be transformed to other plants around Kuwait.

The plant would start receiving 250 megawatts by the end of July, he said, adding that the amount received would be gradually increased to 1500 megawatts. He added that the total cost of the plant was $26 million and it was expected to generate 1500 megawatts and 413 kV with a capacity of 450 megawatts.

Crisis-management Abdullah Al-Kandari, Chairman of the Municipal Council’s Environmental Affairs Committee, stressed the need to establish a crisis-management apparatus. He also slammed what he described as the government’s lack of seriousness in safeguarding the life of citizens’ as “10 governorates need to establish a crisis-management apparatus. He also stressed the importance of tools normally used by cable thieves to cut power lines.

The current situation is absolutely in line with a previous exercise in which the government was forced to cut power to certain areas due to the lack of crisis-management apparatus. The situation is a total collapse of the power grid, Al-Kandari said.
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By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: Security Information Department at the Interior Ministry urged owners of unmanned inflatable boats to surrender their boats and armaments to the ministry.

It is a cabinet’s decision to surrender their boats and armaments to the ministry. The ministry announced the surrender of the boats and armaments to the ministry.

Violating charities Staff evaluation

The Ministry of Finance and Labor announced that financial sector workers would be evaluated based on their performance.

People were surprised to see the scene the while the scene was attended and interrogated. A case was filed.

Tough evaluation

By Meshaal Al-Enezi

KUWAIT: Commanders of the participating army delegations are seen in a group photo. —KUNA

EAGLE RESOLVE 2015: KEY EXERCISE: COORDINATOR

Regional drill not related to fight against terrorism

By Abdiel Saadoun

KUWAIT: Up to 5,000 military men from 25 countries are taking part in the Eagle Resolve 2015 that kicked off on March 8th, Coordinator Brigadier Brigadier Mohammad Abdullah Al-Kandari said.

It is one of the major exercises on the regional and international level, which took place under the auspices of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) armed forces, the US Central Command and troops from friendly countries, Kandari added in a press statement yesterday.

The exercise focuses on inter- national threats and security challenges in multi-lateral and international operations, he said.

Kuwait is hosting the 13th version of the exercise with the participation of state sectors and institutions, the Interior Ministry, National Information and Fire Service Directorate, as well as other official bodies.

He added that the concept of Eagle Resolve 2015 was agreed upon by all the participating countries and is a multi-national exercise that takes place in March.
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By Allah Al-Saadi

KUWAIT: Two Egyptians men were arrested with 2,000 Trinidadian dollars, two horses, peaches and one gram of PC drug. The arrest was made after police were tipped off about one of the suspects, who was arrested with the other person that had the drugs on him. The first suspect said that the drugs were for personal use and trade, while the second suspect said he was an innocent person that had the drugs on him.
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